


The EDSSO is a wall-mounted docking station that acquires, stores, manages digital evidence from the body worn camera (BWC), and 
charges the BWC. With built-in modules such as NFC, fingerprint, electronic lock, and WLAN, the EDSSO is more intelligent with high-level 
security. It is applicable to justice, market supervision, emergency, transportation, emergency, and more. 
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揉 Wall mount 
Mount the EDSSO onto the wall, 
giving maximum flexibility and 
saving valuable space. 

中 More pockets 

Extend the pocket to support 
a maximum of 24 BWCs 
simultaneously. 

,，'·Audible and visible
巳�· reminder 
Show you the progress of 
acquisition and charging through 
the LED indicator and the Voice 
Broadcast feature. 

13.3-inch touchscreen 
1920 x 1080 
8 GB 
4 TB/8 TB, can be extended to up to 32 TB 
6 (standard); can be extended to 24. 
Optional 
Optional 
2.4G/5G 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 
Windows 10, 64-bit 
RJ45/1000 Mbps 
-10°C to +55°C
110-240V AC

�Secure and smart design 

Lock the pocket door automatically. 
Tap the fingerprint or NFC card to 
unlock it. Associate evidence with 
officer ID. 

。勺 Plug and play
Acquire the digital evidence and 
charge the BWC without cables, 
thanks to the contact design 

(<•>) Remote upload 

Enable you to upload the evidence 
through the WLAN. 
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